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‘KHOJI’

GURU-SATGURU
(GURU-TRUE GURU) PART-1
The ‘GURU’ word has originated from the seed element - its
meaning is to swallow and make one understand; the Guru is he, who
eats away ignorance and makes a Sikh understand the knowledge
essence.
Hence, the ‘personality’ which removes the darkness of
ignorance, or doubt, or the ‘intuitive knowledge’ alone can be called
‘Guru’.
Ignorance is of two types –
1. Worldly ignorance - Due to an illness, illiteracy, or lack of
know-how, the human brain is not fully developed. As a
result of this ignorance, man faces trouble in every aspect of
life.
2. Spiritual Ignorance - The incomplete, superficial, rigid,
just heard of, false know-how or beliefs about the worldly,
religious or spiritual realms are called spiritual ignorance or
darkness.
These days, the general and scientific teaching has made
tremendous progress in the schools and colleges. This worldly education
has provided us many body and mental comforts, but the wonderful
scientific splashes have blinded our mind so much, that we have entirely
forgotten the Source Center ‘Self’, due to which our life has become
‘non-spiritual’, rude-meagre, and selfish. With this our ‘ego’ is
getting bloated, and within us in lieu of virtues; evil faults, such as lust,
anger, slander, hatred, selfishness, dishonesty, corruption, fights, quarrels
are predominant in every aspect of our life. Robbery, coercion, cruelty,
injustice, fights-quarrels are on the rise every day in the world, due to
which everywhere violence is increasing, and the entire world has
become a conflagration of ‘worldly fire’.
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Guru Nanak Sahib upon seeing and feeling this state of the world
has given instructions as such –
Seeing this world on fire, I have hastened to the Lord's refuge.
This world is but fire and cool is the Lord's Name.

571
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Despite such progress in the Mayaci and scientific education, the
world is burning-smoldering and suffering immensely. This means that
the entire worldly education is incapable of extinguishing the ‘latent’
worldly fire and ushering in true lasting peace-comfort.
In other words some other uplifting ‘spiritual education’ or
intuitive knowledge is required to ‘extinguish this worldly fire’,
remove the mind’s darkness and bring peace-comfort. From this it is
evident that greater attention now needs to be given to spiritual
education in lieu of the worldly teachings.
The scholar, who harbors greed avarice and pride is called a fool.
Read thou the Name and realize the Name O man! and ponder
over the Guru's instruction.
140
To instruct his mind, man ought to study Divine knowledge to some
extent.
340
Read of God, write of God, repeat God's Name, sing God's praise
and thy God shall ferry thee across the terrible ocean.
669
By Gurus instruction utter and realize thou the Lord's Name. It is
through the Name that thou shall be emancipated.
Perfect is the understanding of the Perfect Guru and through the
Perfect Guru, the Lord is meditated upon.
1009

The extrovert Mayaci education, while providing us the external
comforts, is simultaneously polluting our mind and taking us
downhill, and we are becoming devoid of the ‘spiritual education’.
This worldly education or intellectual knowledge can also be helpful to
a certain extent for the spiritual path. After this, it is of no use,
because it is limited to the three attributes sphere of Maya. Beyond
this, the intuitive knowledge of the fourth-state is purely a matter of selfrealization which is entirely the spiritual-play and beyond the grasp
of worldly intellect.
For the spiritual education, a spiritual Master or ‘Guru’ is
needed, who can develop our consciousness and impart ‘spiritualwisdom’. These days, the universities of worldly education only
develop our intellect, which due to being hollow –
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from the spiritual impulse or invisible Divine sentiments, are converting
man into a mechanical robot of no sentiments, impassive/ dry. This
does not mean that we do not need the worldly education, but we need
such a complete education with which our life’s bodily, mental,
intellectual, social, religious, and spiritual aspects can fully develop.
Our education teachers and leaders need to pay special attention to this
aspect. In the natural environment of olden times universities, both the
educational and spiritual were very successful, like the Taxila university.
Even now, such a university ‘Shanti Niketan’ in Bengal is running very
successfully.
Since the beginning of Creation, for imparting spiritual
education, Gurus, Holy men, Prophets, Sadhus, Saints, Devotees,
Beloved Gurmukhs, have been coming into Being. They kept imparting
the world true spiritual instruction and left behind for our guidance and
enlightenment their Banis and teachings.
For quite some time, regarding the ‘Guru-Satguru’ word and
sentiments, many doubts-delusions have come into play and discussions
are going on, which need to be examined.
In the beginning it has been told the light which removes
darkness of ignorance is also called ‘Guru’. In old times, the teachers
imparting all types of education were called ‘Gurus’, because were
removing their students’ darkness of ignorance. This custom is still
prevalent in many places. Even now, those giving instructions in music,
weaponry, and many other areas are addressed to as ‘Guru’. This Guru
word is also prevalent in many other faiths and we should not have
doubt, delusion, or carry on discussion and neither be allergic to this
‘Guru’ word. We should be extremely broad minded and tolerant of
other creeds or faiths. Gurbani has also whole heartedly shown great
respect for every religious faith. If we contemplate on all religious
beliefs and faiths from this point of view of whole heartedness and broad
mind, we will have no negativity, enmity, quarrels/ fights, etc., towards
anyone. Our attitude will be like Gurbani’s following verse –
No one now is my enemy, nor is anyone a stranger to me
and I am the friend of all.
1299
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Due to the ‘Guru’ status subject being extremely deep and
subtle, it has been the subject of only the learned, educated, enlightened
souls and Gurmukhs. Many essays, books and discourses have also been
published on this issue. In the light of Gurbani, some thoughts on this
subject are presented to the Sangat through this article.
Before deliberating on the ‘Guru’ word, it will be beneficial to
shine light on the overall knowledge of God, Soul, World and Maya.
It has been recognized that God has created this world at His
pleasure, brought into being the 8.4 million species and to run such a
large expanse established the ‘Divine Will’ which is always functioning
meticulously, spontaneously, and is fully Naam and Time bound. God is
One and upon Creating the world became Infinite-Form from the OneForm. This creation has been described in Gurbani as World, Maya,
Nature, Three attributes, etc. Like the Sun and its rays penetrate its life
current in every object, similarly God’s ‘power’, ‘life-current’ function
unseen in the entire creation.
The scientists have proven by splitting matter, that this dead
matter is made up of invisible and subtle –
Protons
Neutrons
Electrons, etc.,
minute nuclear particles. Due to the electrons vibration, the electric
current and all other material objects come into being. Exactly the same
way, the earth’s every element is under the earth’s invisible pull,
‘gravity’. Every element’s atoms are bound by the law of this ‘gravity’.
The ‘elements-pull’ like the ‘magnetic-pull’ works according to
an invisible law. Due to such natural laws being devoid of
consciousness, they can be separated from the Divine laws. From the
above two examples it becomes clear that ‘power’ is also functioning in
dead matter. But this power and its laws have no consciousness –
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because they are devoid of intelligence and emotions. The controller or
driver of these visible external elements is another primal element of
truth-conscience-bliss form. This living-alive Divine-life current in the
form of ‘celestial melody’ is prevalent in the entire universe. The pure
divine wisdom, power, illumination and many other spiritual virtues are
prevalent in this intuitive-spiritual-life-current, which in Bani have been
described as –
Naam (The Name)
Shabad (Wordless Word)
Hukam (Divine Will)
Primal Elixir
Celestial Music
Celestial Melody
Supreme Wisdom
This universe is running on the power and light of this hidden
‘Supreme-Essence’, ‘Life-Current’, Naam, Shabad, Divine Will; but the
humans are unaware of the being and inheritance of their ‘PrimalEssence’ and Treasure. The people in this world lead two kinds of
lives –
First – Ignorance type.
Second – Intuitive Illumined type.
In the life of ignorance or doubt, the entire world being
unaware of its Center, Life-Current, and Naam, supported by ego lives
in the three attributes of Maya. This picture has been so sketched in
Gurbani –
In doubt the mortal comes, and in doubt he goes away.
This world is born out of love of mammon.
161
By giving the intoxicating herb of worldly love, this World is led
astray in doubt.
233
Beguiled by doubt the world wanders about.
It suffers transmigration and death's courier ruins it.
560
The three faced mammon has misled the man into delusion, and
He gathers the nooses of self-conceit.
604
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O saints, this world is gone astray in doubt.
It has forsaken the meditation of the Lord's Name and has sold
itself to worldly attachments.
684
Without the Name, all is utter darkness, Rare is the one, who
understands this through the Guru's grace.
1065

This doubt-darkness or ignorance is the mind’s subtle state,
which cannot be changed with the worldly education; because according
to Gurbani only the ‘Guru’ can correct this state.
Says Nanak, the Guru has opened my blinds.
I am emancipated, and my ground of doubt is destroyed.

188

As long as there are doubts in the mind till then man falls and
staggers. When my Guru removed my doubts, I obtained rest.

400

If hundred moons arise and a thousand suns appear, even with so
much light, there would be pitch darkness without the Guru.

463

The Satguru has applied the collyrium of Divine knowledge and
the darkness of my ignorance is dispelled.

573

Whenever we hear or talk about ‘Guru or Satguru’,
immediately and spontaneously our attention goes towards the bodily
Gurus, which are published as photographs or on calendars. But, this
faith or imagination on ‘body form’ is not in accord with the
Gurbani’s view.
In Gurbani, many adjectives have been used either in front or
after the word ‘Guru’ –
One Guru
Complete Guru
True-Guru
Truthful-Guru
Guru-Sahib
Guru-Ship
Guru-Boatman
Guru-Pilgrimage
Guru-River
Guru-Holy Man
Guru-Philosopher Stone
Guru-Lamp
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Guru-Father
Guru-Mother
Guru-Giver
Guru-Ice Home
Guru-Cool
Guru-Friend
Guru-Child Support
Knowledge-Guru
Guru-Supreme Lord
Guru-Lord of the Earth, God
Guru-Sikh
Guru-Sadhu
Guru-Saint
Guru-God Wisdom
Guru-Angel
Guru Shabad, etc.
It is important to dwell on the affirmation of ‘Guru God’. When
iron becomes red hot in fire, we say that the iron has become ‘fireform’ or red like the fire. Similarly, the Shabad-Form ‘Guru’ in
‘closeness’ to the Timeless-Being becomes the Timeless-Form and in
that context the ‘Guru-God’ adjective has been used. As an example the
same rays near the Sun are called ‘Sun-Form’ but far away only
remain rays. With the above example, all other adjectives can be easily
understood.
From all these adjectives it is understood that according to
Gurmat (Guru tenets), the word ‘Guru’ points towards a subtle
‘Primal-Essence, not the ‘body-form’. It is clearly written in
Gurbani –
Enshrine His feet in his mind, Nanak has tied the holy word of
the True Guru to his hem.
680
Shabad is the Guru, the focused Consciousness His 943
disciple.
The physical body of the Guru is ‘Word’ of the Guru which
becomes perceptible only in the holy congregation. VBG-24/25
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Hence, according to Gurmat, ‘Guru’ is the ‘Wordless-Word’
and this ‘Word’ is subtle, Primal-Essence, Naam, (spiritual essence,
Divine life current), Light, which is all pervading and intertwined. All
the above adjectives are appropriate to this Guru Word and that is why,
they have been used for it.
As all the Guru Sahibs, although being ‘Light’ or ‘Word-Form’
guided us by assuming bodies so that through our limited intellect, by
actually seeing we may grasp the message; and the tenth Guru through
his immense mercy attached us to the ‘Shabad-Form’, complete
‘Gurbani-Form’, the ‘Guru Granth-Sahib’. Hence, we were forever
saved from the doubts of bodily-Guru.

The Lord Himself is the true Guru and Himself the Gurbani. In every age
His Saints are dear to Him.
246
The profound and unfathomable Name is his Guru and the spiritual
guide. Without the Name the world is gone mad.
635
Omnipotent and great True Guru is all-wise and beneficent.
Whosoever has truth within himself; he merges in the Lord.
1030
True is the True Guru and peerless is his word, through his Gurbani, the
world is saved.
1055
The Lord has merged His Ownself in the Guru through whom dispenses
He His Name.
1279
Through the Guru's teachings, the Master of the universe has become
manifest unto me and I now see the Lord, the source of bliss, pervading
everywhere.
1315
The Lord is fully pervading every-where. It is the Guru, who has lighted
the lamp of His Name.
1395
Word of the Guru is the Supreme Lord, which abides in the holy
congregation.
VBG-9/1
The True Guru (Lord) is without attributes and yet possesses all the
qualities.
VBG-40/21

Up to now the knowledge or doctrine of this ‘Shabad-Guru’ is
limited to our intellectual understanding, due to which many times
bitter discourses and quarrels keep happening in the Sangats. In reality
the subject of ‘Shabad-Guru’ is intuitional play of the ‘fourth state’
beyond the Maya three attributes.
The ‘Wordless-Word’ has two Forms –
One is the ‘written Form’, which is with us as Gurbani.
The second is the ‘Primal-Essence’, ‘Intuitive life-current,
Naam, Light, which can only be ‘realized’ through Guru-Grace.
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As the sun's rays pervade all the places, so is the Lord contained in all
the hearts.
1326

Hence, as long as within our soul the ‘Gur-Shabad’ is not
illumined and through ‘Gur-Shabad’, God does not ‘Thunder’, up to
then we will remain shrouded in the darkness of ignorance and doubts
will continue; even if we bodily keep bowing to the Guru Granth
Sahib and mentally keep acknowledging it to be the Guru.
For example, before the appearance of a Sun’s ray, in darkness,
we may indulge in much discussion and know how about ‘light’, but
all that is useless and similarly, our knowledge and faith about the
‘Guru’ is limited to our mind’s speculation. Our life will be affected
directly according to our mental sentiments.
As is the intensity of belief in the True Guru, so is the comfort, the
mortal obtains.
30
As anyone feels towards the True Guru, so is the fruit he gets.
302
The True Guru is inaccessible san enmity and extraordinary
One will see the same face, he would look into the mirror. VBG-34/1

Through the Satguru’s Grace, participating in the holy company
of enlightened souls, by the cultivation of ‘Guru-Shabad’ or ‘GurMantra’ (Waheguru) God’s Thunder and Revelation occurs within us.
He on whom the Exalted Lord showers mercy obtains the holy company
of saints. The more he frequents the saints' congregation the more the
Love for the Lord.
71
My Master is eternal, He is seen by practicing the Name meditation. 509
By The great good fortune, I have obtained my Groom. The Guru has
united me with Him through the holy company of saints.
704
Joining the holy company of saints, remember thou thy Lord with thy
soul and body.
817
One accomplishes the Word of the Guru in the company of saints
VBG-16/1

Like now, upon hearing or saying the word ‘Guru’, our attention
at once goes towards the ‘bodily Gurus’; similarly upon cultivation of
the ‘Gur-Mantar’ when within our soul Intuition is realized, then at
once upon hearing or saying the ‘Guru’ word, in our heart the
Satguru’s true ‘Shabad-Form’ will become clearly manifested and
intertwined.
9

In the intuitional sweet and warm bosom of this Shabad-Guru ,
enjoyment of the Godly-Love-Elixir from within the heart, will
spring-up itself –
what virtues of Thin can I recount O my True Guru? When the Guru
speaks, I am transported with wonder, then.
167
O my mother, I am wonderstruck to see my Lord. My soul is bewitched
by the unstruck melody, wondrous is whose relish.
1226

Engrossed in such a marvelous ‘Love-Elixir’ only, one can
proclaim loudly –
Hear O people, I have obtained the essence of love.
Nanak's King is seen manifest, everywhere.
O mother, I have attained the wealth of God's Name.
My mind has ceased to wander and has come to rest.

370
397
1186

Upon realizing this indescribable lofty-truthful state, there is
never a need for bodily Guru. Yes! To attain this state the Sangat
and guidance of beloved Gurmukhs, Holy men, Saints, God-oriented,
Enlightened souls; those of a higher state than oneself is needed, but
to call or acknowledge them as Guru is not in accord with Gurmat
(Guru tenets). These beloved Gurmukhs are helpful for the seeker’s
motivation and pursuing the spiritual path.
O’ Lord, please make me meet the loved ones, through whom Your
Name should come to mind.
(Prayer)
In the company of the pious person man receives the Incomprehensible
Name commodity.
271
The merchandise thou hast come into the world to obtain, that Name of
the Omnipresent Lord is found in the house of the saints.
283
They are completely filled with the sweetness and delight of Lord's love.
In the society of saints spiritual delight wells up in their mind.
289
He is the friend he the comrade and an intimate who imparts unto me
the Divine instruction.
298
The saints society teaches the Name's meditation, where with all the
desires and tasks are fulfilled.
393
They alone are my friends and they alone the dear intimates, who make
me remember the God's Name.
739
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If he joins the holy company of saints, then comes he to embrace love
for truth.
756
Be Thou merciful, O my Lord, that I may pass my life in the holy
company of saints.
861
Let some saint, God's holy man and my loved holy man come and show
me the way to my God.
1201

Keeping such an ‘exalted’, ‘purest-pure’, power of the Guru in
mind, in Gurbani it is written –
There is but one Divine sermon, uttered by the only Guru; there is One
Name to reflect upon.

646

He is the only One Form from beginning to the end, I consider
Him only to be my Guru.

Chaupi P. 10

It is evident from these versus that the Guru is He, who has the
same Form from the beginning to the end and He only can be the subtle,
Primal-Essence, Light or ‘Word’, not any bodily or mind imagined
power which will always keep changing and cannot stay firm until the
end. The other matter is of ‘Oneness’. Without ‘Light’, ‘Shabad’ or
‘Primal-Essence’, any other being, over time, can change to two, three or
many, but ‘Shabad’ is forever ‘One’; is forever ‘Divine-illumination’
and will remain so. The Sun is subject to destruction and with-it sunlight
will also end, but God is ‘Timeless’ and hence the Timeless-Being’s
‘Illumined-Form’, ‘Shabad’, ‘Naam’, ‘Light’ ‘Primal-Essence’ is eternal
and forever.
Darkness in itself , in no way, can attain light. Similarly, the
darkness of the mind’s doubt-delusion, by itself through any ritual,
reading-worship, knowledge, attention, meditation, discipline cannot be
removed.
Guru is the ‘illumined-Form’, only through the Intuitive
‘Essence-Wisdom’, we can attain the ‘Soul-illumination’. That is why
Gurbani has been called Light of the universe.
Gurbani is the Divine Light in this world. Through God's grace does it
come to abide is mortal's mind.
67
If hundred moons arise and a thousand suns appear, even with such
light, there would be pitch darkness without the Guru.
463
Without the True Guru, no one is man's friend.
Here and hereafter he the Lord is the mortal's savior.
1031
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Without the Guru, there is pitch darkness and without the Guru,
understanding is not obtained. Without the Guru, man cannot
obtain divine comprehension and success, and, without the
Guru, he cannot be blessed with salvation
1399

The ‘external’ darkness is of many types –
1. Absence of light.
2. Darkness of the blind.
3. Mental darkness of the uneducated state.
The above-mentioned areas of darkness are limited to our body
and intellect, and with our own effort can be dissipated to a certain
extent. However, beyond this, there is the darkness of Mayaci doubtdelusion, which has been so described in Gurbani –
Within the body castle there are tough doors of falsehood, fraud
and pride. Deluded by doubt the blind and ignorant see them not. 514
Say, in What way can the fort of doubt and the moat of mammon be
over-powered? Contemplating on the Perfect Guru this formidable force
is subdued.
522
Doubt is caused by the sins of avarice, worldly love and wealth. Freed
form the illusion, the mortal assumes the One Lord's from.
736
When the Lord's Name abides in The mind, the darkness of ignorance is
dispelled.
798
My doubt and dread are dispelled in an instant and within my dark mind
the Divine light has dawned.
825
They, who have no eyes in their face, are not called blind. They alone
are blind, O Nanak, who stray away from their Lord.
945

Due to our tendencies’ outward orientation, we are only
interested in knowing those objects which we can see, the body can feel,
or the intellect can perceive. But, about the ‘darkness’ of ‘Mayaci
doubt-delusion’, clearly shown in Gurbani, we Have no understanding
Have no Knowledge
Pay no Attention
Have no Need
Have no Time
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Therefore, even a thought does not arise within us for the
removal of this darkness of doubt.
The common people do not read Gurbani and to them –
‘worldly doubt’
‘doubt-elusion’
‘doubt-fortress’
‘doubt-sleep’
‘intense-darkness’
‘double-mindedness’
‘love of another/ duality’
‘tough opening door’
‘untruth-falsehood’
Is not even known, but it is astonishing that we, who read, recite
and perform many other rituals of Gurbani are carelessly engrossed in
the ‘dark dungeon’ of this Mayaci doubt-delusion, and wasting away
our invaluable lives. Our this state is so described (in Gurbani) The man reads holy texts and studies the Vedas. he practices innerwashing and breath control.
But the escapes not from the company of the five evil passions and is
all the more tied to haughty disposition.
My dear, by these methods, the Lord is met not, and I have performed
many such rituals.
641
They who perform worship, but know not the way, are polluted with the
love of another.
910
Someone worships stone and places it on his head, someone hangs the
phallus (lingam) around his neck.
Someone visualizes God in the South and someone bows his head
towards the West.
Some fool worships the idols and someone goes to worship the dead.
The whole world is entangled in false rituals and has not known the
secret of Lord-God.
Swaye P. 10

We are so much intoxicated and content in the deep
‘darkness’ of this Mayaci doubt-delusion that to understand/
comprehend or escape from this tempting darkness, we have not even –
thought of
felt a need
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felt any desire
searched into
made an endeavor
made any serious effort
Some rare soul from these mistaken, ignorant, turned away
souls –
1. Like a blind person, when in the dark dungeon of Maya feels
extreme pain and fright.
2. Participating in the Sat-Sangat, is awakened from the sleep
of Mayaci-delusion.
3. When the earnings of previous lives are manifested.
He then makes a dedicated effort to escape from the dark dungeon of
‘delusion’ and starts in search of the Guru-Wisdom Light.

utters

They, a sight of whom banishes, evil-inclinations, are my friends.
I have searched the whole world through, but O Serf Nanak very rare
are such persons.
520
Search and find out those who are imbued with Truth. Rare are they in
this world. Meeting with them, man's face becomes bright and he
the Name of God, the Enemy of ego.
994
When the plumule of the of past actions sprouted I met the Lord,
Love-relish, and Detached.
My darkness is dispelled on meeting God, O Nanak and I am awakened
after being asleep for numberless births.
204

For the motivation and guidance of such an awakened
aspiring ‘soul’; Gurbani provides following instruction –
By remembering God, the perfect status is obtained. In the holy
company of Saints, dread and doubt depart.

193

His noose of superstition is cut, who has faith in the Sadhsangat.

208

By Lord's devotional service, doubt and dread depart and one finds, O
Nanak, ever in the presence of God.

406

If man dies through Guru's word, then does he come to embrace love
for the One Lord.
If he eats the uneatable, then is his doubt dispelled.
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412

If man eats up the uneatable then becomes, he the perfect person, and
through perfection he attains wisdom. When the arrows of the Lord's
affection strike the body, then alone is the doubt dispelled.
607
Without knowing one's self O slave Nanak, the moss (filth) of doubt is
removed not.
684
Says Kabir, here O mortal, shed thou thy mental doubts.
Contemplate thou only on the one Name, O mortal, and seek but the
One Lord's asylum.
692
Contemplating the Name, there is the light of millions of suns and the
darkness of superstition vanishes.
700

When plume of the previous incarnations sprouts, the seeker
then comes across a spiritual soul, due to whose contact and
influence his –
Thoughts
Resolves
Intentions
Inclinations
Fondlings
Entertainments
Life-direction
Give and takes, etc.
Suddenly undergo change.
Yes Sir! In the continuous company and service of such blessed
spiritual souls, through intuition, because of the –
Divine Love Pull
&
Wonderous Relish
They develop a strong desire to meet such a ‘Complete-Guru’, who –
Is Love Embodiment
Is All Knowing
Is Ever Merciful
Is Wonderful
Is Pleasure-Delight
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Is Playful Beloved
Is Ocean of Comfort
Is Philosopher’s Stone
Is True King of Kings
Is Fearless & Sans Enmity
Is Destroyer of Pains
Is Fulfiller of all Desires
Is always Part & Parcel
Is Fondling
Is Playful
Is always Sweet Tongued
Is Extremely Beautiful
Is the Father of Everyone
Is Pride of the Prideless
Is Power of the Powerless
Is Place for the Placeless
Is Purifier of the Sinners
Is the Shabad
Is the Naam
Is the Brimful
Is the Wonderous-Wonderous
O Brother! become the dust of the feet of saintly persons.
Guru, the wealth of salvation giver, elysian cow, is obtained in the
holy company of saints.
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By The great good fortune, I have obtained my Groom. The Guru has
united me with Him through the holy company of saints.
704
In the holy company of saints, I am blessed with the protection of the
perfect Guru, for such was the predestined writ on my forehead.
Slave Nanak has attained unto his blissful spouse and now he shall
suffer sorrow no more.
1266

Contd.
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